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Introduction
This deliverable includes publishable results of Work Package 7, WP7 - System integration, testing
and evaluation
The aim of WP7 was to integrate the BoP components, previously developed by the expert partners in
WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5, into the automotive proton-exchange membrane (PEM) f uel cell system
(FCS). Several tests was perf ormed to the integrated system in order to evaluate the perf ormance,
f unctionalities and durability of the FCS. To that end, testing procedures and evaluation methodology
was def ined. Af ter the FCS evaluation at PowerCell Sweden (PCS) f acilities, the FCS was integrated in
a vehicular platf orm to test the perf ormance and drivability under automotive conditions at China Euro
Vehicle Technology (CEVT) f acilities as well as in a vehicle rig at Chalmers University of Technology
(CTH).
The specif ic objectives of WP7 was:
✓ Integration of the components in a 100 kW FCS
✓ Testing the perf ormance, f unctionalities and durability of the FCS
✓ Integration of the FCS into a vehicle powertrain
✓ Testing the integrated vehicle powertrain under automotive conditions
✓ Evaluate the system f rom the experimental data by means of simulations
Start point: Fuel cell stack of 100kW with non-automotive f unctionalitites. Testing stations in PCS and
hybrid electric vehicle platf orm in CEVT.
End point: 100 kW FCS with f ully automotive f unctionalities integrated on a vehicle platf orm.
The partnes have succesf ully integrated the BoP components into a FCS as well as on a vehicular
platf orm, and perf ormed verif ication both on the stand -alone FCS and under automotive conditions.
The analysis, packaging study, FCS assembly and vehicle integration has proven that it is possible to
build an FCEV and operate the FCS in question on the vehicular platf orm. The designed sof tware and
control structure is proved to work properly in the real time vehicle tests on road - the state-machine as
the central part of the supervisory controller, coordinates the BoP subsystems, and the FCS processes,
such as STARTUP, SHUTDOWN, were done successf ully.
Ultimately a car that runs independently on hydrogen has been developed.
The main obstacle caused by COVID-19 – that the FCS commissioning was only partly f inished bef ore
being integrated into the vehicle – had a major impact of the end result since issues, that could´ve been
revealed already in the stand-alone FCS testing, appeared during vehicle testing. This made it complex
to f ind resolutions and in a next iteration it should be prioritized to have the system working in f ull power
range standalone bef ore vehicle integration.
The limitations of the system made it dif f icult to perf orm reliable and repeated tests and to optimize the
system f or ef f iciency. Hence, the f ull test scope couldn´t be executed and no real conclusions on the
potential of the system can be drawn f rom the recorded data. The very well motivated decision in the
project to excluded the 100kW perf ormance goal f rom the lab testing, to vehicle lab testing turned out
to be unf ortunate. It is unclear to this date if the anode supply in the vehicle t esting constrained us f rom
reaching 100kW or if it was the FCS that was incapable of doing so. However, 100kW f ar exceedes the
need of the vehicle in almost every mode of operation and we are quite conf ident that the anode supply
issue could be resolved with f urther testing and a roth cause analysis.
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1. Public results of the component integration and testing
of the fuel cell system
1.1 Integration and commissioning
Powercell Sweden role in the INN-BALANCE project was to f acilitate testing and commissioning. This
implied that PCS was responsible f or all things related to integration in the test bed environment. To
give a little bit of context a FCS with this high level of innovation will all ways have unf oreseen problems
that are dif f icult to anticipate. The role of the integrator in such project is to f ind the problems, analyse
their root cause and f ind a solution. The dif ferent f ields that PCS needed to address ranged f rom
mechanical, electrical, sof tware implementation, interf ace def inition, saf ety assessment.

1.1.1 Build review
Upon arrival, PCS did a build review of the FCS to make sure that it was built according to the saf ety
standards required to operate a FCS at PCS f acilities. A number of inconsistencies among them
leakages on both the anode/cathode and the cooling loop was f ound. To ensure proper electrical
insulation a coolant pressure sensor and the internal heating loop to be moved f urther f rom the stack.
Additionally, it was f ound that the THDA lacked the proper electrical insulation to be used saf ely in the
testbed thus it had to be excluded since it was only used f or diagnosis.
In order to make the FCS f unctional it was decided to overhaul the entire build while adding a junction
box f or the high voltage cables between the pod and the DCDC. One cable end was designed without
quick connector and the implication of that was that any f uture need f or mechanical f ix would require a
complete teardown of the system .

1.1.2 Component commissioning
With the mechanical build completed and the electrical harness installed, the next step was to make
individual component checks. Basically, this consisted of listing all the sensor and actuators and verify
that they able to sense correctly or actuate as expected. There are many reasons why a component is
not working as intended but most of ten it can be split up in three categories , either it is; electrically
installed incorrectly; the application layer of the sof tware is incorrect, or the basic sof tware layer decodes
signals f rom the IO incorrectly. From the start of commissioning only a minority of the components
worked as intended, most of them had some deviation that PCS and CEVT work together to address.
Once cause of the issue was identif ied the partner responsible f or the component was contacted to fix
the issue. If it was an electrical issue CEVT, who was responsible f or the wire harness, could resolve it
in place.

1.1.3 Vehicle Simulation
The sof tware interf ace of the FCCU was agreed upon in the consortium with the objective to make it
seamless into the vehicle architecture. This presented a challenge f or PCS to replicate that sof tware
environment once the FCS was installed in the test cell. To solve this PCS designed a dummy Vehicle
Control Unit (VCU). Apart f rom controlling the FCCU the dummy VCU also monitored the perf ormance
of the FCS and controlled the lab inf rastructure.

1.1.4 Lab Interface Module
As mentioned in section 1.1.1, sof tware integration is a must f or testbed integration. Similarly, a lot of
preparation is also needed f or hardware integration into the lab. With the initial plan to use the PCS test
f acilities f or extended high-power perf ormance testing, it was clear that there was a need f or lab
integration equipment that was non existing at the start of the project. In addition, there where diagnosis
signals in the P&ID that was not included into the sof tware of the FCCU that required external monitoring
and logging. To address this PCS designed the Lab Interface Module (LIM) early into the project, to
enable a smooth integration once the system was completed.
© INN-BALANCE consortium
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However, reality proved to be a bit dif f erent, the many delays caused by missed delivery dates on the
hardware and sof tware side meant that the initial plan had to be revised. The f irst planned slot into the
high-power lab f acility was missed, the FCS simp ly was not mature enough to meet the standards of
operating in that f acility. Instead, the FCS was given extensive time in a medium -power lab f acility where
the many hardware and sof tware glitches could be identif ied and resolved.
It also turned out that CEVT had built the system with the radiator already assembled onto the FCS.
Installing the system onto the LIM would’ve required the removal of the radiator f rom the FCS. Given
the time delays in the project it was decided that it would not f it into the time schedule to both overhaul
the system f or the LIM to then subsequently overhaul it again f or vehicle integration. One of the major
contributions that the LIM added was the ability to run high-power tests in the test bed. The added f ull
vehicle test at CTH, see section 2.2.3, presented a similar opportunity to run similar high-power tests,
theref ore the loss of not actually using the LIM in the project was deemed t o be minor.

1.2 First Startup
Once every component was commissioned and tested to the f urthest ability , it was time f or the initial
startup. Many things are possible to test prior to the initial startup . Partner UPC had f or example tested
to run the FCCU code virtually towards a system model. Even with a high-f idelity model there will still
exist dif f erences compared to real world testing. For this reason, the f irst startup was conducted very
gradually. Each step in the startup process was tested and evaluated bef ore the system was allowed to
make a complete startup. Bef ore settling on a f inal startup proces s that was reliable and saf e, several
issues had to be resolved, many related to stack health and how error detection was handled.
The shutdown process is also a somewhat complicated set of actions but compared to a start-up it
always possible to simply turn of all actuators without any harm. PCS proposed to implement this
simplif ied shutdown and call it f ast-shutdown. The idea is that if any abnormal event occurs you can
always perf orm this action saf ely. This was a very usef ul f eature to have when anal yzing the startup
sequence in steps.

1.3 Performance test
Once all subsystem components had been verif ied to work with a high degree of satisf action the test
bed campaign was f inalized with a perf ormance test. Given the circumstances described in section,
1.1.4, the power output was limited to 30kW at the testbed. At the time CEVT needed to start working
with the mechanical integration into the vehicle theref ore it simply was not f easible to make the
necessary changes needed f or the high-power tests. The test f acilities at CTH should allow f or similar
perf ormance testing, which was an opportunity that CEVT had f ixed quite late into project. PCS agreed
to continue supporting the test at CTH given the cancelled high-power test at its own f acility.
The medium power test showed very promising results. It was possible start and shutdown the system
without any errors. The cell voltages were at an expected given the load. The thermal system proved its
ability to control temperature very accurately. Even if they were yet to be optimized the cathode and
anode showed promising to work as anticipated. One of the big uncertainties in the project was the
anode module’s ability to supply the stack with enough reactants. The pressure control of the anode
was stable and resilient to the pressure drops of the anode purges.
One very important perf ormance metric or a vehicle powertrain is its responsiveness to the driver’s
power demand. The f aster the FCS can ramp the attractive the vehicle is f or the customers. Duri ng
these initial and limited perf ormance test the system could sustain a ramp rate of 30 amp/s without any
problem to the control. Later in the project this was improved to 50amp/s.
© INN-BALANCE consortium
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1.4 Safety Assessment
One of the key things to evaluate in the test bed was if the FCS in its present f orm was deemed saf e for
vehicle integration. That assessment was based upon three major categories; does the control of the
FCS prevent an accumulation of ignitable gases; is the FCS electrically saf e f or humas to be around;
does the FCS protects itself and its surrounding in the event of an error detection.
The high voltage f rom the stack and the battery could be lethal f or human if it f or any reason the person
becomes a string in the circuit. The obvious way to mitigate this in any high voltage vehicle application
is to have the high voltage system galvanically isolated f rom the chassi s ground. If it all times can be
concluded that this is the case, a person would need to touch both poles at the same time to risk an
electrical shock. In the vehicle the high voltage battery will continuously measure the electrical insolation,
and if it is below 400kOhms it will disconnect, and the powertrain will black out. In the test bed no battery
was present, theref ore we needed another measurement. Fortunately, the DCDC was able to make this
measurement, but the FCCU was not equipped to request the value. Instead, PCS programmed the
VCU simulator with the control logic to monitor the insolation.
In this assessment it was concluded that whenever the THDA was connected the insolation was f ar
below the accepted level. PCS saf ety evaluation was that the THDA in its present f orm was not possible
to integrate into the FCS even it was prepared f or it. Normally the cooling loop is the main source for
isolation issues. PCS f ound multiple items that needed to be addressed to get the isolation to an
acceptable level. One of these issues was the radiator that showed signs of emitting ions at a high pace.
These issues were possible to resolve by moving some sensor locations and through adaptive control
logic in the VCU simulator.
The anode control is obviously of great importance when making a saf ety assessment. If done
incorrectly it can end up in an explosive environment. If there is no proof that it can be trusted , one have
to divert the exhaust gases into a separate chimney f ree f rom ignition sources, this was also done for
the test bed campaign. During one of the initial run’s the drain valve inside the anode loop would remain
open and purge an uncontrollable amount of hydrogen without being detected by the FCCU diagnosis.
The reason f or this was a continuous f alse positive signal f rom a level sensor. PCS saf ety asses sment
was that this sensor could not be trusted, and an interlock control was needed to ensure that the FCS
would not purge too much, regardless if the sensor was working or not.
The diverted anode exhaust meant that mixing of the cathode and anode exhaust could not be evaluated
at the test bed at PCS. However, partner AVL had been apart to the initial tuning of the purge strategy
and could assure that it was conservative with respect to hydrogen concentration in the mixed exhaust.
In addition, this issue could be invested f urther under controlled circumstances in the f ull vehicle test at
Chalmers. Since PCS were to participate at these tests as well the overall assessment was that the
system was saf e to operate in the vehicle but there was still a continued need f or human supervision.

© INN-BALANCE consortium
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2. Public results of the fuel cell integration on a vehicular
platform and testing under automotive conditions
This section will present the publishable inf ormation about the integration of the FCS into the vehicle
platf orm, as well as the verif ication under automotive conditions, perf ormed at CEVT.
The integration and testing were divided into the f ollowing sub -stages:
• Analysis of the vehicle platf orm modif ications needed - Study of the packaging and space
constraints and design of the ancillaries (direct current to direct current (DC/DC) converters,
hydrogen supply, electronics etc.)
• Implementation of the modif ications and developments identif ied in above task
• Assembly of the FCS as a stand -alone system ready f or testing in lab
• Assembly of the FCS into the vehicle (physical interphases and communication protocols), and
commissioning of the same
• Development of test procedures f or perf ormance, f unctionality, and f reeze ability.
• Perf ormance and f unctionality testing, including the Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test
Cycles (WLTC), in a vehicle rig at, and together with, Chalmers University of Technology (CTH)
• Normal road driving at CEVT Proving Ground (CPG)

2.1 Fuel Cell integration on the vehicular platform
2.1.1 Base Vehicle
The vehicle selected f or the integration is a model CX11 PHEV (Plug -in Hybrid Electrical Vehicle) built
on the Compact Modular Architecture (CMA) platf orm. Specifications of the base vehicle is summarized
in Table 1 and Figure 1.
The powertrain includes a High Voltage (HV) battery, with a t otal pack energy of 9.7 kWh at beginning
of lif e and a peak power of 75 kW, as an additional power source to petrol. The HV battery will be kept
in the INN-BALANCE prototype car, which allows f or dif f erent power split conf igurations between the
battery and FC. The power split is an important aspect f or system design on vehicle level.
Table 1 - Base vehicle specifications
Engine

Transmission

Curb weight (kgs)

Geely Engine Petrol 3 (GEP3)

Hybrid 7 Dual Clutch Transmission (7DCTH)

Front

Rear

Total

Max torque: 265 N, Max power: 132 kW

Max Torque: 164 Nm, Electrical power: 60 kW

1043

772

1815

Figure 1 - Base vehicle dimensions
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2.1.2 High Voltage System
2.1.2.1 DC/DC selection
There are many dif f erent aspects to consider when selecting the DC/DC. The main aspects are:
•
•
•

With or without Galvanic insulation?
Buck/Boost or only boost mode?
Bidirectional or not?

2.1.2.1.1 Galvanic insulation – with or without?
The obvious benef it in having galvanic insulation is that the insulation system in the battery, electric
drive and auxiliary parts of the high voltage system will not be inf luenced by the f uel cell stack. The f uel
cell stack has a large area of the bipolar plates exposed to coolant media. Even if coolant media with
very f ew ions is used there will be a conductance to the car ground. The conductance depends on t he
length of coolant hoses between the stack and an installed grounded metallic valve. The resistance can
also be inf luenced by other f actors such as temperature sensors f or example.
The drawback of galvanic insulation is the ef f iciency of the DC/DC. Since a transf ormer is required, the
losses will be bigger and theref ore require a more advanced cooling design.

2.1.2.1.2 Buck/boost or only boost mode?
One of the most delicate aspects of designing an FCS in the car is to harmonize the voltage levels in
the stack and the battery.
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

current of the stack is proportional to the active area of the bipolar plates.
voltage of the stack is proportional to the number of bipolar plates.
voltage of the battery depends on the chemistry and number of cells.
current of the battery depends on the anode/cathode area and the battery chemistry.

Depending on the application you can select a high-power f uel cell stack and a smaller battery or a
smaller f uel cell stack and a bigger battery. In the f irst case a more dynamic system is needed, with
quicker power ramps compared to the latter where you can run the stack in steady state. Depending on
the vehicle specif ication it might be that a boost or buck/boost DC/DC converter is required. One way to
avoid a big buck converter is to design the system like Toyota Mirai where they have selected a three level voltage system, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Toyota Mirai with one boost and one buck/boost converter

© INN-BALANCE consortium
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2.1.2.1.3 Bidirectional or not?
At maximum power of the stack the power of the compressor is roughly 10% of the stack power. To
avoid extra losses in the DC/DC caused by the compressor it’s tempting to connect the compressor
directly to the stack output. This will require a bidirectional DC/DC to provide power f rom the battery to
the compressor during start up. This will add complexity and cost in the DC/DC. Since the stack voltage
is normally lower than battery voltage you also risk running into problems with too low voltage to the
compressor inverter. Schematics showing the dif f erence between bi-directional and one way is
visualized in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Bi-directional DC/DC VS one way

2.1.2.2 Fuse/junction-box
The task of the fuse is to protect the cables in the system. The three small connectors are protected with a 60 A
fuse each. Inside the battery is a 225 A fuse. The battery and electric drive connectors are connected to the
DC/DC-output. On the DC/DC output a pyrotechnical actuator is connected. This device can cut up to 25 000 A
within 2 ms. The pyrotechnical actuator is trigged by the Safety Restraint System (SRS)(same pulse that triggers
the airbags). On HV- on the DC/DC input is an analogue overcurrent cut off device. It consists of a current
measurement, a comparator and Insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). It will open within 7µs. To ensure
galvanic insulation a contactor is located at the HV+ at the DC/DC input. Schematics and picture of DC/DC showed
in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 - DC/DC with integrated contactors/ pre-charge/ Active discharge and HV Junction-box

2.1.2.3 Crash safety measures
In case of a crash, hydrogen will be released f rom the stack by abortion of the hydrogen injection, and
the voltage will be reduced to below 60 V by short circuit the output f rom the stack.
In the car there are redundant systems:
© INN-BALANCE consortium
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•
•
•
When
•
•
•
•
•

SRS that triggers the airbags.
A hardwired signal that goes low at crash. In the INN-BALANCE car this signal is named CSPR.
A CAN (Controller Area Network) signal indicating that the airbag is triggered. This is the CAN
signal with highest priority.
the SRS system have detected a crash, the f ollowing will happen:
SRS trigger pulse is sent to airbag and other saf ety systems Time = 0
2 ms later, the pyro f use in the DC/DC will open and galvanically disconnect the FC stack and
the rest of the electrical system. The stack will go to Open Circuit Voltage (OCV).
10 ms later, the CSPR signal will go low
15 ms later, the contactors in the battery will open and active discharge be activated.
50 ms later, the active discharge device in the DC/DC will short circuit the outputs of the FC
stack. This is done via a 1,5 Ω resistor that can absorb 33 kJ within 2 seconds.

2.1.2.4 Conclusion/ Integration
As concluded above a f uel cell DC/DC can be designed in at least 8 dif f erent conf igurations. In general,
a higher level of integration is pref erred f ro m a cost perspective. It is possible to integrate contactors,
current measurement, discharge and f uses either together with the f uel cell stack or within the DC/DC.
Junction box and f uses can be integrated in electric drive components, battery or the DC/DC.
There are obvious pros and cons with each dif ferent integration solution selected. For INN-BALANCE it
was decided to integrate as much as possible within the DC/DC.

2.1.3 Hydrogen Storage and Distribution System
The hydrogen system is a vital part of an FCEV. Although the in vehicle mounted hydrogen storage
system has never been part of the INN-BALANCE project scope, it´s required f or on road vehicle tests
of the FCS and to conf irm sof tware f unctionality in the vehicle.
The hydrogen storage and distribution system includes:
▪ Storage vessel
▪ Hydrogen tank valve, later ref erred to as the main valve, including pressure reduction valve and
overpressure/overtemperature valve
▪ Excess f low restriction valve
▪ Manual shut-of f valves f or ventilation and redundancy during maintenance
▪ Piping (high- and low-pressure lines)
▪ Manometer f or redundant pressure control
▪ Receptacle and high-pressure line
▪ Fixations & Carriers f or all parts
▪ Control sof tware
The hydrogen system layout f or the INN-BALANCE vehicle is shown in Figure 5.

© INN-BALANCE consortium
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Figure 5 - INN-BALANCE hydrogen system layout

2.1.3.1 Hydrogen Storage
The INN-BALANCE prototype car is equipped with a hydrogen storage vessel of type 4 f rom Hexagon,
made of carbon f ibre with polymer inner liner, and has a working pressure up to 700 bar. Type 4 vessels
are suitable f or automotive applications because of its low-weight and high-strength characteristics. It
was chosen to use only one tank, which can hold a total gas amount of 36l, equalling 1,43kg at 700bar.
To only install one tank will of course af f ect the range negatively, but, considering the scope of INN BALANCE, the cost savings and a simplif ied packaging were prioritized over getting a longer-range
vehicle. The range of the test vehicle, with f ully charged HV battery and the hydrogen tank f illed to its
max, is roughly estimated to be 100km, depending on drive scenarios. This is not a p art of the project
scope and will not be tested

2.1.3.2 Hydrogen Distribution system
Main valve selected is a ANLEG OTV-R (On-tank-valve). Distribution and f low chart is visualized in
Figure 6. The purpose of the main valve is to receive hydrogen up to 700bar pressure f rom an external
source, and supply hydrogen at 10bar to the distribution line, all in a saf e manner. For the valve to be
able to distribute steady 10bar it requires a 20bar overpressure inside the hydrogen vessel. In event of
overpressure or overtemperature the valve will lower the pressure in the tank by empty hydrogen
through the ventilation line out in the atmosphere.

The AGA Excess Flow-restriction valve is added on the low-pressure pipes to maintain a steady f low
of hydrogen. The hydrogen system is connected to the FCS at the Swagelock quick connector. A quick
connector was chosen to ease maintenance of the prototype vehicle, b ut f or potential f urther
development and testing a more robust connection, allowing greater f low rate, could be installed since
the chosen quick connector potentially af f ects the hydrogen f low to the FCS in a negative way.
A standardized automotive receptacle was installed to enable conventional f uelling.
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Figure 6 - ANLEG OTR-V distribution and flow chart

2.1.3.3 Safety system and Control
The hydrogen distribution system is supervised and managed by hydrogen sensors, manual shut off
valves and control sof tware. The sof tware is allocated in the Engine Control Unit (ECM) of the vehicle,
which also manages energy/power distribution and propulsion. The ECM uses the actual and requested
FCS state, hydrogen sensor readings and the state of the high voltage system of the vehicle as input to
control the main valve, and to trigger the Emergency Stop (EM). EM is a f unction that disables the power
supply to the solenoid of the valve on the hydrogen tank and the main actuators of the FCS. EM also
signals to the ECM and the FCCU that there is a major f ailure in the FCS or the hydrogen supply, see
Figure 7. All hydrogen sensors are monitored by the ECM or FCCU and will trigger EM when the system
is operating. However, all but two of them can trigger the EM electrically using an internal relay. There
are 5 possible direct triggers of EM:
ECM
FCCU (Deactivated in sof tware)
Hydrogen sensor relays
Manual emergency stop
High voltage f ailure
Crash

Figure 7 - Descriptive schematic of the EM function.

The electronics f or EM was implemented in a box where the state of the connected trigger sources are
indicated by LED lights. The sensors are distributed in the vehicle to cover areas where there is a risk
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of hydrogen accumulating, i.e., in the engine bay, inside the cabin, above the hydrogen tank, inside the
Electric Rear Axle Drive (ERAD) inverter enclosure, above the anode/coolant heat exchanger and in the
exhaust pipe. See Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Positions for the Hydrogen leak detection sensors

2.1.4 Air Supply and Cooling System
2.1.4.1 Air Supply
An FCS requires air supply similar to that of an internal combustion engine (ICE). The engine of the
donor vehicle was replaced with the INN-BALANCE system and very little of the existing air supply could
be reused due to the packaging restrictions.
The air quality (cleanliness, humidity, temperature) requirements are stricter in an FCS, compared to an
ICE. To satisf y these requirements, a new air f ilter type was f itted within the redesigned f ilter box and
the rest of the cathode module components developed by Brose and Celeroton were integrat ed into the
vehicle.

2.1.4.2 Cooling System
The cooling system of an FCS also has similarities to that of a hybrid vehicle. In both cases we have
cooling needs at dif f erent temperature levels. These levels correspond in large to the requirements of
1) Battery, 2) Other electronic components and 3) High temperature components like FC stack,
hydrogen supply, ICE and/or cabin heating. Each of these requires a dif f erent heat sink in the f orm of a
radiator and/or a chiller.
It is of importance to keep the number of circuits to a minimum, since each additional circuit will require
additional components in the f orm of pumps, valves, heat exchangers and hoses, adding complexity,
cost and weight. Consequently, the Low Temperature (LT) circuit of the FCS was integrated into the
cooling circuit of the Electric Driveline (ED) and the High Temperature (HT) circuit of the FCS replaced
the HT circuit of the engine in heating the cabin.
The battery circuit was kept separate as in the original vehicle.

2.1.4.2.1 LT circuit considerations
It was clear f rom the beginning that the cooling of the cathode module and the cooling of the electric
driveline should be combined, since they have similar operating temperatures.
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One concern was that the f low requirements in the ED was o nly around 40% of that in the cathode
module. A higher f low than required is not usually an issue per se, but the result is an excessive pressure
drop costing pumping power and possibly forces a larger pump to be installed. This was solved through
a bypass so that only part of the f low had to pass through the ED circuit. A check valve was installed in
the bypass, to ensure that the circuit was not short-cut.
We also had to make sure that both the cathode module and the ED could request and get cooling
irrespective of the status of the other. The three-way valve in the original system was theref ore replaced
by another check valve.

2.1.4.2.2 HT circuit considerations
The main problem with cooling a FC stack is that the amount of heat rejected f rom the stack is around
the same level as in an ICE, but it needs to be rejected at a much lower temperature level. An ICE
cooling system at high load can run at around 120 ℃, whereas the maximum temperature allowed into
the FC stack is approximately 80 ℃. This essentially means that the perf ormance of the radiator must
double. Unf ortunately, there were no such big radiators available that could be packaged into the
vehicle, so it was decided to use the largest one available. It was estimated to allow f or a continuous FC
stack output of around 80 kW.

2.1.5 Software Integration, Communication and Calibration
As the combustion engine and transmission, including an Electric Front Axle Drive (EFAD), that use to
propel the test object have been removed, the control sof tware in the ECM that manages the torque and
power distribution needed to be adapted to a rear wheel drive (RWD) conf iguration.

2.1.5.1 Signal Gateway
The ERAD as well as the Fuel Cell Unit (FCU) and its components were not included in the control unit
topology of the vehicle. Consequently, the signal interf ace of the ECM does not include the required
signals to control and monitor the above-mentioned components. To handle this issue, a signal gateway
was added to the new topology, enabling the reuse of signals f rom interf aces now unused. E.g., the
signals f rom and to the transmission control unit (TCM), see Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Changes in control signal distribution

2.1.5.2 Torque Control
The wheel torque manager was adapted to redistribute all the propelling torque f rom the f ront to the rear
axle. To include the added torque available resulting f rom the added power of the FCS, as well as
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exclude the torque no longer available f rom the combustion engine, the torque limitation dynamics was
modif ied. The new signal interf ace to the FCCU was utilized and its power limits translated to torque,
which were included in the torque limits f or the ERAD.

2.1.5.3 Power Dynamics
When it comes to power dynamics, it is important that all power sources and consumers are kept within
their operating limits but stay responsive to provide their maximum power f ast if needed. The main power
consumer in a vehicle is propulsion, usually requested by a driver. Figure illustrates an example of a
f ull acceleration request, where the driver is requesting maximum power by pushing the accelerator
pedal to its maximum position. As the Driver Power Request increases rapidly the Electric Motor Power
meets the request up to the power limit of the battery, in this case 60 kW. The power manager is at the
same time requesting maximum f uel cell power, Fuel Cell Power Request in Figure . However, as the
Fuel Cell Power Available is building up, the electric motor is limited to the total power available, i.e.
Fuel Cell Power Available plus Battery Power Available, to not exceed the discharge power limit of the
battery. When the Fuel Cell Power Available reaches the requested, as well as FCS maximum power
limit, the propulsion system is f ully meeting the Driver Power Request.

Figure 10 - Example scenario of an aggressive driver power request and the desired system response.

While a f ull acceleration is a good indicator of the overall system perf ormance, it is a corner case. So,
f or every day driving it is more important to optimize towards ef f iciency and energy availability than f ast
system response. The implemented power request logic can be used to utilize two contrasting
strategies. First, a high dynamic FCS strategy where the power request f rom the driver is f ulf illed to the
extent possible by the FCS. Secund, a strategy where the FCS only meets the power demand that is
above what is available f rom the battery. The second strategy must be complemented by a power
request that is based on the energy consumption over time. This is implemented as a controller with
battery state of charge (SOC) as input. The above-described implementation is illustrated in Figure .
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Figure 11 - Fuel cell power request logic illustrated

The
pref erred
strategy is
selected
by
setting the
parameter
corresponding to
UseAllDriverReqForFCP owReq in Figure . By by conf iguring the table in SocDevFuelCellPowerReq the
controller will approach the target SOC dif f erently aggressive. Finally, bef ore the request is sent to the
FCS controller, the request is truncated by the minimum and maximum operating power available f rom
the FCS, as well as the charge power available in the battery af ter taking regenerative brake charge
power into account. In Figure , input BatterySocDevToTarget is the dif f erence between the actual SOC
and the target SOC. By changing the target SOC the overall strategy of the vehicle can be changed.
I.e., if the target is set low and UseAllDriverReqForFCPowReq is set to f alse, the f uel cell power request
will stay low, which leads to the FCS being turned of f . This approach could be suitable f or the test object,
as its battery can be charge through a connected cable. The low target SOC will increase the battery
energy available bef ore hydrogen will be consumed f or a f ull charge of the battery, which means a user
who can charge f requently will have to ref uel hydrogen less of ten.

2.1.5.4 FCS State Control
In an automotive application, the complete power management needs to be able to handle a stand still
scenario. When standing still the car consumes signif icantly less energy than when moving. For a f uel
cell powered vehicle, this means a control strategy challenge. This because an FCS cannot be operated
with a zero-power output, unlike a combustion engine when running at idle speed. In the combustion
engine case, the solution to the stand still problem is to either keep the engine at idle speed or to turn it
of f . The later of the two will means a risk of the requested acceleration being delayed due to the start up time. It is possible to use the same approaches f or an FCS. However, both start -up and shutdown
take more time f or a FCS, especially in a prototype like the test object. So, to have the system turned
of f and then on again at standstill means that f ull power delivery will be noticeably delayed. The f irst
approach, i.e., leaving the system on at stand still, leads to the other problems of having to handle
excess power. Both strategies have been implemented in sof tware, but only that keeping the FCS on
have been used. The excess energy problem was solved by monitoring state of charge of the battery
while testing.

2.1.6 Packaging study and assembly
Study of the packaging and space constraints was necessary both f or 1) the integration of the BoP
components to become a FCS that could f it in the engine bay and operate with the rest of the vehicle,
and 2) the modif ications required to the rest of the vehicle to transf orm into a FCEV, including the FCS
in question. Pictures af ter f inal vehicle assembly is added in annex A2.
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2.1.6.1 Fuel cell system
The study started of f by examining the amount of space made available by removing the powertrain.
Thereaf ter the team had to understand all interf aces in between the BoP components, identif y all
additional parts needed, and pack all into the available area. This work, led by CEVT, was a joint ef fort
by the majority of the INN-BALANCE
consortium, since all involved partners had to
contribute with requirements of , and
expertise about, their products. For example,
the anode module was designed towards a
horizontal oriented FC stack, which the
packaging had to adapt to even though a
vertical position would have f it better. Several
dif f erent packaging solutions, considering
the space restraints and component
f unctionality, was investigated bef ore a
suitable f it was f ound. Later, during the
physical build and testing, it was f ound that
accessibility to BoP components should´ve
had higher priority. Figure visualize the f inal
FCS packaging solution on a high level.
Figure 12 - FCS packaging solution

To ensure system f unctionality it was in CEVT´s interest to imitate the vehicle installation already in rig
testing at PCS. Theref ore, CEVT took the responsibility f or the f irst assembly of the FCS, see Figure
13.

Figure 13 - FCS assembled and ready for lab tests at PCS

2.1.6.2 FCS installation in vehicle
Figure 14 shows the FCS package in the vehicle f ront. The packaging study co nsidered both high and
low vehicle applications, which made the packaging challenging due to their dif ferent space restraints.
The additional ef f ort could seem unnecessary considering the INN-BALANCE rebuild, where a high
vehicle was selected, especially since the height limitation complicates the avoidance of potential water
trap in the exhaust. However, the more complex packaging study approach is a benef it f or f uture projects
that might aim f or broader range of automotive applications.
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To install the system into the tight area of a vehicle, the majority of the FCS had to be disassembled just
to be reassembled directly at its f inal position in the vehicle, see Figure 15. Also, some modif ications on
the FCS had to be implemented to enable compatibility with the rest of the vehicle. These modif ications
were mainly on the LT cooling circuit, where one controlled valve was removed, and the electric drive
cooling was included. The HT circuit was optimized f or the vehicle and its boundaries of space.

Figure 14 - FCS package into engine bar area

Figure 15 - FCS mounted in the engine bar area

2.1.6.3 Front and rear axle
The chosen drive system is an ERAD f rom a Polestar 2 car, which is also built on the CMA platf orm.
This changes the propulsion f rom f ront wheel drive (FWD) to RWD and f rees up space f or the FCS in
the f ront. All components f rom the Polestar 2 rear end are being used, except the shock absorbers,
which are kept f rom the CX11 PHEV to maintain the ride height in the rear. Because of the change to
more powerf ul brakes, dimensioned f or the ERAD, it was also necessary to upgrade the f ront brake
system to reach a suitable brake balance. The park lock was removed with the 7DCTH, hence, the
electrical parking brake (EPB) f unction was modif ied to automatically engage when gear “P” is selected.
To f it the Polestar 2 subf rame, ERAD and inverter, a cut out of the trunk f loor was necessary, and an
enclosure was built to protect the compartment f rom outside contaminants as well as potential gas leaks
in the rear. ERAD inverter installed in vehicle boot is shown in Figure 16 below.

Figure 16 - Vehicle boot with inverter for ERAD

The weight distribution of the vehicle was highly impacted by the new systems. The FCS including all
accessories is approximately 50 kg lighter than the combined weight of the ICE and gearbox, and the
ERAD installation added around 150 kg to the rear. Because of the added weight in rear and reduced
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weight in the f ront adjustable dampers was installed in the f ront to accommodate the new weight
distribution of the car. Curb weight and powertrain specif ications are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 - Powertrain specification and curb weight

FCS

Propulsion

INN-BALANCE

ERAD

Potential max power: ~80 kW

Max Torque: 330 Nm, Electrical power: 150 kW

Curb weight (kgs)
Front

Rear

Total

988

922

1910

2.1.6.4 Hydrogen system installation
The hydrogen tank is installed under the f loor below the back seat, where the petrol tank previously was
located. The position, visualized in Figure 17, was chosen to keep the tank outside the passenger
compartment as well as to keep the luggage area clear, to correspond to a real customer veh icle. To
maintain an acceptable ground line the tank had to be raised through the bottom of existing seat
structure, which required a cutout in the body structure and a new f loor panel was welded into place.
Since the tank volume changes with pressure, a f lexible installation was necessary. This was solved by
adding rubber liner to the mounting straps, as well as modif ying the f rame rails to accommodate
expansion of storage vessel.

Figure 17 - Hydrogen tank position and fuel lines

The main valve is mounted directly on the hydrogen tank, see Figure 18 below. Receptacle is mounted
in the existing f uel hatch, and hydrogen lines f or f ueling are routed outside of the passenger
compartment, visualized in Figure 18 - both f rom receptacle to tank, and f rom main valve to heat
exchanger in engine bay. Ventilation pipe, used in case of overpressure in tank and manual f uel
discharge, is installed at the previous exhaust pipe position. Skid plates were installed to protect the
hydrogen tank, f uel lines and HV cables f rom direct impacts f rom underneath (such as gravel spray)
during driving.
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Figure 18 - Fueling components, hydrogen tank with main valve

2.2 Vehicle verification
2.2.1 Test vehicle equipment
A measurement computer is connected to the vehicle systems to capture and analyze all measurement
data during testing. Most data are recorded via CAN signals f rom the sensors included in the FCS. One
additional ambient temperature sensor was added in the engine bay, f or redundancy during the climate
campaign, and one temperature sensor was added to the injector housing f or f ault tracing purposes.

2.2.1.1 Data acquisition (DAQ) system
The data acquisition system, including a CAN Gateway communication box, was used to record CAN
signals and data f rom the FCS and the vehicle. For the testing in INN-BALANCE ETAS and VECTOR
was used.
The f ollowing signals was recorded during all tests:
• Ambient temperature
• Vehicle speed
• HV Battery - voltage, current, SOC, temperature, coolant temperature (inlet and outlet)
• FC stack - voltage, current, temperature, coolant temperature (inlet and outlet)
• DC/DC - voltage, current, temperature, coolant temperature (inlet and outlet)
• ERAD - voltage, current, temperature, coolant temperature
• Compressor - coolant f low in pump into the compressor, temperature
• Hydrogen supply - analog pressure sensor on 10 bar side

2.2.1.2 Power box
The power box is a breakout f rom the 12V battery used to supply the DAQ system with power. It is
needed only if the data acquisition system requires 12V supply (e.g. some systems can be powered via
5V USB). The power box also enables to start up the measurement system without using power f rom
the vehicle, which can be benef icial when preparing the upcoming test.
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2.2.2 Commissioning tests
2.2.2.1 High Voltage System Commissioning in Vehicle
Purpose and summary: Ensure that the HV system in the vehicle is f unctioning saf ely under dif f erent
operating conditions. HV commissioning was executed 2021-07-12 with an approved result, according
to CEVT Checklist before taking demonstrator vehicle into operation. HV system was evaluated OK for
start-up. Start-up went well and the vehicle could f rom above date be driven as a pure electric vehicle.

2.2.2.2 Hydrogen System Commissioning
Part 1
Purpose: To ensure that the hydrogen supply system, described in Figure 5, and its saf ety f unctions is
OK prior to, and during, f illing of the hydrogen tank and start-up of the FCS.
Report summary: The commissioning could not be perf ormed according to plan as one of the seals in
the hydrogen tank main valve was broken af ter two ref ueling cycles. However, the main f unctions were
checked and conf irmed to work. The broken valve also gave an unintended f ull -scale test of the
hydrogen sensor f unctionality in the vehicle, which was positive.
Main f unctions conf irmed during commissioning:
✓ Hydrogen system except valve seal in OTV-R conf irmed to be leak tight up to 200bar with
hydrogen. 200bar was max pressure f or the manual dispenser that was available.
✓ Hydrogen sensors detection of hydrogen leaks in vehicle conf irmed.
✓ Sof tware f unctionality and communication to open and close OTV-R both via command and by
sensors was conf irmed. Minor adjustments made in sof tware af ter commissioning as
improvement.
✓ Ref ueling & def ueling conf irmed to be OK as long as the valve seal was OK.

Part 2
Purpose and summary: Due to the damaged valve seal the hydrogen system could not be f ully
commissioned during the f irst test session. The main valve was repaired by an exchange of the damaged
seal. Af ter repair of the main valve the vehicle was once again taken to the tank station f or ref uelling
and leakage test, according to the same commissioning procedure used in part 1. No leakage was
discovered during part 2, hence the hydrogen supply system was proven OK.

2.2.3 Vehicle rig testing
Background and purpose: In the FCEV power produced by a battery and/or an FCS is used to propel
the vehicle. Hence, it is crucial f or the FCS to be able to meet the peak power and nominal propulsion
power demands of the vehicle. At the same time, it is important f or the cooling system to work ef fi ciently
under all the conditions including high speeds, accelerations and heavy loads. The perf ormance of the
vehicle in various conditions is examined through tests such as, f ull acceleration test, and WLTC.
Conclusions are drawn f rom the systems peak power, net power output and ef f iciency, cooling capacity
and energy consumption. The f ull test report is kept conf idential.
Test report summary: A plug in hybrid vehicle rebuilt as a f uel cell powered vehicle was installed in the
hybrid test cell of CTH during a period of 4.5 weeks. The f irst two weeks where mainly consumed in
arranging the installation, communication, and stable hydrogen supply to the anode. During the tests at
CTH the vehicle has been operated on the WLTC with the objective to maintain a neutral SOC. Also FC
peak power testing was perf ormed. The FCS operation did not reach its f ull potential due to, in large
part, a pressure control issue in the anode. However, it did complete a WLTC with a SOC dif f erent of
2.5 %. The maximum power produced b y the system in steady operation (10 seconds) was 60 kW.
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It is recommended to investigate the anode pressure control issue f urther to analyze the f ull potential of
the system. With the system in working order, f urther analysis can be made on the response to dif f erent
system conf igurations and parameter settings.
Additional comments: The test cell itself was utilized f or a hydrogen application f or the f irst time, hence,
it was commissioned and improved over the test period .
The anode pressure control f ailed at power outputs higher than 10 kW when running over time. With an
active pressure control issue, the hydrogen f low was limited to approximately 0.7 kg/h. When increasing
the power setpoint above the 10 kW limit, the pressure on the anode decreases and the injector control
responses with a higher duty cycle, but there was no increased f low through the injector. Hypotheses
investigated during the time at CTH was mainly, low hydrogen supply to the system and water
condensation in dif f erent parts of the anode module. The supply pressure was f ound to meet the system
requirement during the pressure control f ailure and was theref ore unlikely the cause of the issue. Even
though the condensation hypothesis was not conf irmed, the f ollowing attempts were made to mitigate
the hypothetical issue. First, by heating or cooling the injector housing. Second, by increasing the system
pressure setpoints, as well as decreasing the humidity and temperature setpoints. Higher pressure,
lower humidity and lower temperatures allowed a higher operating power over time, while heating or
cooling the injector housing gave negative or no ef f ect. However, no solution was f ound. Some of these
measures directly inf luence the ef f iciency of the system which should be considered when evaluating
the result.
Two sensors, the cathode stack inlet pressure sensor and one of the hydrogen sensors, sometimes
f ailed and caused a sudden shutdown of the whole FCS, which also impeded reliable and repeatable
testing. Actions were taken to increase Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) f or the sensors bef ore
continuing testing at CPG, as this was the suspected cause f or the issue. Furthermore, there were
issues with the integration of a saf ety f eatures in the compressor controller. Attempts on solving the later
issue by modif ying the controller at CTH, can have led to the issues f aced at CPG described in the
section 2.2.4
It was expected to reach higher powers and more optimized operation of the FCS af ter the time at CTH,
but the actual achievements are still considerable. CTH now has a more mature hydrogen adapted test
f acility, the subsystem partners have data pointing out limitations of their component s/solutions f rom an
operating integrated system and the basic f unctionality of the system has been validated. The latter is a
big achievement given the f act that this is the f irst iteration of the complete vehicle integration, the system
design and many of its components.

2.2.4 Dynamic driveability testing
Af ter the test campaign at CTH, some additional tests were perf ormed at CPG, Figure 19. Because of
low reliability of the FCS, the possibility to test was limited. The reliability issues were mainly the anode
pressure control issue addressed in section 2.2.3Error! Reference source not found., and that the
compressor controller was spontaneously shutting down when the system was operating. These issues
were addressed together with the dif f erent partners responsible, but no f easible solutions could be f ound
within the time f rame of the project. In the end we run a 0-100 acceleration test, both with the FCS active
and not, plus some spontaneous dynamic driving.

Figure 19 – Test drive at CPG
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2.2.4.1 Acceleration
The acceleration test was perf ormed by pushing the accelerator pedal to its maximum position on a
straight and f lat test track at CPG. The procedure was executed with the FCS active and repeated with
it turned of f . Figure 20 show measurements f rom the tests. Time to reach the target 100 km/h was 11.9
and 23.4 seconds f or the two tests respectively, which is almost half the time with the FCS active.
Looking at the torques reported during the tests, it can be concluded that during the f irst seconds there
was no contribution f rom the FCS to the acceleration as the electric motor was limited by its m aximum
torque. As speed increases the propelling power becomes the limiting f actor with the battery standalone,
while the FCS allows the electric motor to stay at maximum torque f or a longer time. Though we did not
reach the expected power output f rom the FCS, this test shows that it has the potential to contribute
signif icantly to the overall perf ormance of the car.

Figure 20 - Acceleration test from 0-100 km/h with or without FCS active. 100 km/h is reached after 11.9 s (red
line) and 23.4 s (blue line) with the FCS turned on and off respectively.

2.2.4.2 Subjective evaluation
The response to driver inputs when driving as under normal conditions is as would be expected f rom an
EV. The driveline runs smooth and comf ortable. However, the sounds coming f rom the FCS are
unf amiliar and theref ore very noticeable. The FCS presence can also be noticed trough vibrations in the
pedals and steering wheel. Clear enough to distinguish purge, drain, compressor and injector vibrations.
As one steps out of the vehicle with the FCS active the sound increases signif icantly. Surprisingly
enough, the compressor is not the biggest source of noise and vibration. The injector, as well as anode
purge and drain are louder, with the injector being the loudest. When accelerating more aggressively
the road and wind noise increases, which makes the FCS noise signif icantly less noticeable.
For low dynamics there is little dif ferences in driving experience when running with or without the FCS
active, except f or the noise. However, when pushing the accelerator pedal to its max position, the
response f eels signif icantly stronger with the FCS active.
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3. Public results of the evaluation of the fuel cell system
This section will present the publishable inf ormation f rom Deliverable 7.4, which handles the
methodology that was being used as well as the results f rom the FCS evaluation, including
comparison with other existing technologies.

3.1 Supervisory Controller
3.1.1 Supervisory Controller main parts
In this section, a novel FCS supervisory controller is proposed and described. Supervisory controllers
distribute the system’s global demands to specif ic demands required f rom individual subsystems or
components of the system equipment set. Usually, the individual demands are translated into the set points of local controllers, which are well-tuned f or closed-loop stability. Additionally, complex systems
as vehicles have dif ferent states of operation, corresponding to dif f erent f unctions. Hence, there are
many dif f erent states as the start-up, run, shut-down, idle, etc.
The proposed f uel cell supervisory controller integrated with the dif f erent elements of the car propulsion
system is shown in Figure 21. As i it can be seen, the f uel cell hybrid electric car’s overall system
architecture is divided into dif f erent layers. The highest level of control is the VCU, which works as the
car central controller. It includes the energy management system and other components.
The second level, which is the f ocus of this work, is the FCS supervisory controller. It comprises three
main parts:
•
•
•

State-Machine (SM)
Optimal Set-point Generator (OPSG)
Power Limit Calculator (PLC)

The FCS supervisory controller developed in this work is a hybrid control system that includes a discrete
event control system deciding when to activate the dif ferent operating states and substates , and also
includes a continuous control system in charge of the generation of proper setpoints f or the subsystems
local controllers. Furthermore, it includes a part to estimate the available stack power. The discrete event
controller of this work is a state machine developed with statef low and the continuous control system is
implemented as an optimal set-point generator linked to the local controllers.
The supervisory controller receives all the inf ormation f rom the input wrapper, which collects 33 input
signals. It receives orders f rom the VCU, measurement signals f rom observer, and diagnostic signals
f rom the diagnostic unit. In order to f ulf il the orders, it uses the collected inf ormation to automatically
coordinate the subsystems, determine local controller set-points, determine DC/DC converter current
setpoint and estimate stack available power inf ormation f or VCU. The diagnosis unit is in charge of
dealing with the state of operation of the stack, diagnosing the hardware f ailure such as sensors f ailure,
compressor errors, etc. and, monitoring the systems parameters quantities. If a f ailure is detected , the
diagnosis unit will inf orm the state-machine, and the state-machine puts the FCS in the normal
shutdown, f ast shutdown, or the f ailsaf e using a standard and saf e procedure.
The third level includes the ancillary subsystems’ local controllers, i.e., anode, cathode, and thermal
subsystems’ controllers. Each subsystem controller (SSC) calculates the local control actions based on
the f eedback and set-points received f rom the FCS supervisory controller in the upper level.
The lowest level comprises the f ollowing elements: f uel cell stack, DC/DC converter, cathode
subsystem, anode subsystem and thermal subsystem. In the f ollowing sections, the main parts of the
FCS supervisory controller are explained in detail.
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Figure 21 - Relation of the proposed supervisory controller besides other components in the fuel cell hybrid
electric car’s overall system architecture.

3.2 Experimental results and Evaluation
In this section, the experimental results of the car on the road are presented. Many tests were done
with dif f erent load prof iles and scenario to evaluate the perf ormance of the whole system in terms of
produced power and load prof ile tracking and perf ormance of balance of plant subsystem local
controllers. In the f ollowing, the results of some of those tests are presented

3.2.1 Performance of BOP subsystems local controller
WLTC is used to evaluate the perf ormance of the system in the of aspect dynamic load f ollowing. The
vehicle speed is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 - Speed of vehicle
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Requested power versus the produced power is shown in Figure 23. It shows, the produced power by
stack can f ollows the dynamic load and provides the requested power by the vehicle.

Figure 23 - Requested power vs produced power and stack current and voltage for WLTC profile

The thermal subsystem is in charge of temperature control in the stack and receive two set-points.
The coolant inlet temperature and coolant outlet temperature. The set -points and the ability of thermal
subsystem local controller in the set-point tracking is tested in this scenario and is s hown in the Figure

24.
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Figure 24 - Thermal subsystem set-points tracking

The cathode subsystem is in charge of supplying air with a proper mass f low rate, humidity ratio and
pressure. In the f ollowing, the experimental results f or the supplied air mass f low rate are shown.
Figure 25 shows the humidity ratio of inlet air to the stack. The results shows that the humidif ier is able
to humidif y the inlet air based on the setpoint generated in the supervisory controller.

Figure 25 - Relative humidity, humidity ratio and temperature of inlet air

The mass f low rate of inlet air is shown in Figure 26. The cathode subsystem local controller is able to
f ollows the set-point properly.
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Figure 26 - Air mass flow rate tracking by the cathode subsystem.

Cathode inlet pressure is shown in Figure 27. It was set to be the outlet pressure and the pressure
changes due to change in the load and mass f low rate changes.

Figure 27 - Cathode inlet pressure

The anode subsystem is in charge of supplying hydrogen with a proper pressure. The Inlet hydrogen
pressure in this test is set to be 0.3 bar above the cathode inlet air pressure. The Inlet hydrogen pressure
is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28 - Anode channel inlet hydrogen pressure

3.2.2 Validation of stack model with experimental data
In this section, the experimental data f or the stack current and set -points are used in the Simulink and
the stack model in the loop to validate the stack model and subsystem model with real data.
Figure 29 shows the output power of the stack in the experimental data and simulated model considering
the experimental stack current.

Figure 29 - Output power of the real stack versus the Simulink model

In Figure 30, the output power of the real stack versus the Simulink model between t=550 second to
t=700 second is shown. The result shows, the Simulink model outputs, yellow color, tracks the dynamic
behavior of the real output power, blue color, with good accuracy.
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Figure 30 - Output power of the real stack versus the Simulink model between t=550 sec to t=700 sec
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Main conclusion
The partnes have succesf ully integrated the BoP components into a FCS as well as on a vehicular
platf orm, and perf ormed verif ication both on the stand-alone FCS and under automotive conditions. The
analysis, packaging study, FCS assembly and vehicle integration has proven that it is possible to build
an FCEV and operate the FCS in question on the vehicular platf orm, ultimately a car that runs
independently on hydrogen has been developed.
The analysis of the vehicle modif ications and packaging study f ulf illed the purpose f or INN-BALANCE.
However, the process generated improvement suggestions that can be implemented in f uture iterations.
Firstly, if the intention of a f uture project is to build a FCE V by rebuilding an existing vehicle, a base
vehicle with a compatible architecture should be selected to avoid major changes to the vehicle platf orm.
Such major change was necessary in INN-BALANCE, where the f ront wheel propulsion system was
replaced by one on the rear axle. Furthermore, a new packaging study should put more attention to
accessibility of prototype components, f or serviceability and troubleshooting purposes. A new study
should also emphasize layout simplicity and optimized components to avoi d unnecessary volume,
weight, and cost due to complex integration and over-dimensioned components. This as has been the
case in the current vehicle, especially in the cooling system. An early conclusion that no f easible radiator
was available has led to a limited end-result. It is suggested to put more ef f ort into implementing a
radiator with higher capacity f or coming iterations.
As a consequence of COVID-19, the FCS commissioning was only partly f inished bef ore vehicle
integration, and commissioning had to continue in the car. During this part of the commissioning, new
issues were revealed that were hard to solve with the FCS integrated in the car. Finding resolutions
would´ve been easier if these issues were discovered earlier. Integrat ing a system in a vehicle is already
challanging and adding uncertainties of a not f ully tested system turned out to be crucial f or the end
results. In a next iteration it should be prioritized to have the system working in f ull power range stand alone bef ore vehicle integration. There should also be a caref ul evaluation of the individual subsystems
to mitigate the issues that have been discovered this iteration. Mainly the anode pressure control, anode
supply pressure and general EMC issues. These limitations made it dif f icult to perf orm reliable and
repeated tests and to optimize the system f or ef f iciency. Theref ore, there can be no real conclusions on
the potential of the system f rom recorded data. The very well motivated decision in the project to
excluded the 100kW perf ormance goal f rom the lab testing , to vehicle lab testing turned out to be
unf ortunate. It is unclear to this date if the anode supply in the vehicle testing constrained us f rom
reaching 100kW or if it was the FCS that was incapable of doing so. However, 100kW f ar exceedes the
need of the vehicle in allmost every mode of operation and we are quite conf ident that the anode supply
issue could be resolved with f urther testing and a roth cause analysis.
The analysis of real vehicle test show that the designed sof tware and control structure is working
properly in the Simulink environment and in the real time tests in the vehicle on road. The state-machine
as the central part of the supervisory controller, coordinates the BoP subsystems, and the FCS
processes such as STARTUP, SHUTDOWN were done successf ully.
The designed sof tware which includes the supervisory controller, subsystem local controller and
diagnoses unit was integrated with the subsystems Simulink model and the stack model in the Simulink
environment and tested with a standard load prof ile.
The subsystems local controllers were able to track the set -points generated by the supervisory
controller.
The cathode subsystem has three set-points: inlet air pressure, mass f low rate and humidity ratio of the
inlet air. The anode subsystem has one set-point which is the anode inlet pressure. The thermal
subsystem has two set-points which are coolant inlet temperature and, coolant outlet temperature.
The experimental results f or the requested power shows that the stack can provide the requested power
and f ollows the dynamic load.
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A1.

List of abrreviations

Abbreviation
BoP
7DCTH

Description
Balance of Plant: FCS, including fuel cell stack, anode and cathode module, coolant system, controls
Hybrid 7 Dual Clutch Transmission

CAN

Controller Area Network

CaPS

The division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems at CTH

CEVT
CMA

China Euro Vehicle Technology AB
Compact Modular Architecture

CPG

CEVT Proving Ground

CSPR

Crash signal

CTH

Chalmers University of Technology

DAQ

Data Acquisition

DC

Direct Current

ECM
ED

Engine Control Module

EFAD
EM

Electric Front Axle Drive
Emergency stop, disabling HV and H2

EMC

ElectroMagnetic Compatibility

EPB
ERAD

Electrical Parking Brake
Electric Rear Axle Drive

ETK

Calibration and data acquisition access for automotive control units

FC
FCCU

Fuel Cell
Fuel Cell Control Cnit

FCEV

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle

FCS

Fuel Cell System

FCU

Fuel Cell Unit
Fuel Cell Vehicle

FCV
FWD

Electric Driveline

H2
HEV

Front Wheel Drive
Hydrogen
Hybrid Electric Vehicle

HSS

Hydrogen Storage System

HT
HV

High Temperature
High Voltage

ICE

Internal Combustion Engine

LT
NVH

Low Temperature
Noise, Vibrations and Harshness

OCV
PEM

Open Circuit Voltage
Proton-exchange membrane

PCS

PowerCell Sweden AB

PHEV

Plug-in Hybrid Electrical Vehicle

RWD
SoC

Rear Wheel Drive
State of Charge

SRS

Safety Restraint System

TCM
WLTC

Transmission Control Unit
Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycles

WOT

Wide Open Throttle
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A2.

Pictures of assembled INN-BALANCE vehicle

Figure 31 - FCS assembled into the CMA platform-based vehicle

Figure 32 - Finalized vehicle from underneath
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